CAPS UPDATES

1. CAPS SPRING PANELS AND WORKSHOPS
2. NIA NEWS

1. CAPS SPRING PANELS AND WORKSHOPS

Grant Writing Workshop
For early career investigators who are currently preparing R03, R21, and K Award proposals to the NIH
Register here: https://bit.ly/May17grant
Co-sponsored by the University of Michigan
Speakers: Karen Fingerman, Courtney Polenick, Megan Gilligan, and Meng Huo
Monday, May 17th, 2021 • 10:00 AM

2. NIA NEWS

Tips for productive program officer conversations

NIA Aging Centers Spring 2021 Newsletter

For funding opportunities through other P30 Centers on the Demography & Economics of Aging, see prior announcements HERE.

A friendly reminder you should acknowledge both CAPS and the PRC if your affiliation contributed to the work in any way, by providing office or meeting space, intellectual community, administrative or computer support, or statistical/technical advice.
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